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Abstract
We are interested, in this paper, in the modeling of the behaviour of an instationnary viscous
flow in a tube with a flexible wall. This phenomenon is an interesting problem,often,
encountered in many industrial systems: biological, renewable energies and recently, in the
field of transporting gaseous materials under pressure. The document will provide a review
of recent modeling which goals to understanding the effects of the tube wall characteristics
on the fluid flow. Firstly, the Newtonian incompressible fluid will be analysed following the
process of an asymptotic approach according to a large Reynolds number and a small aspect
radio. Secondly, the wall has been assumed a thin shell and generates a small axisymmetric
vibration. The mathematical model for the said wall is developed by using a thin shell theory.
In this technique, the quadratic approach is applied to model the tube. Finally, the different
parameters of the fluid and shell characteristics were studied on amplitude ratios
Introduction
The importance of studying the flow in deformable tubes is due to its occurrence within a
various uses in many industrial systems. This standing is reflected in biology [1], in microfluidic devices [2, 3], in the renewable energies [4], and recently, in the field of transporting
gaseous materials under pressure [5].
Besides the large difficulty to analytically solve the Navier-Stokes equations, our system is
characterized by three types of parameters: parameters related to the rheological behavior of
the fluid [6,7], parameters characterized by the nature and geometry of the wall [8,9] and
hydrodynamic conditions [10].We are interested, in this paper, in the symmetric and threedimensional flow through an elastic tube with a variable radius, in the presence of gravity
force.
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From another point of view, since the unicity of the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
holds only for two-dimensional problems, it is of importance, in the three-dimensional case,
to use asymptotic modelling to determine approximate solutions.
In this model, there exists a small parameter ‘ε’ characterizing the aspect ratio of the tube.
This parameter governs the asymptotic expansion of the analysis.
The solution depends on the pressure behavior. An expansion of the solution is constructed
by means of asymptotic tools, including the effects of several fundamental physical
parameters. Some examples are considered for which we estimate the application ranges of
this model. The results are matched with other results obtained by means of numerical
methods and experimental results.
Formulation of the Problem
The phenomenon which is considering here is caused by the interaction of the fluid with its
containe, the tube.The tube is assumed to be straight, long, with circular cross sections of
variable radius. We will assume that the fluid is incompressible and Newtonian. To express
the problem we will use the cylindrical coordinates r ′ , θ ′ , z′ (the physical variables are
denoted using primes).
In the reference configuration the length of the domain is denoted by L. We will choose the
z-axis along the axis of the tube (see Figure.1.).

Figure 1: The deformed domain
The variable radius R ( z ′, t ′) ,is a function of the longitudinal variable and time.The lateral
boundary is assumed to be elastic and to deform as a result of the interaction between the
fluid and the structure. Moreover, we assume that it behaves as a homogenous, isotropic,
lineary elastic membrane shell with thickness h.
Fluide
The flow is instationary and axially symmetric, in the presence of gravity force. The fluid,
moving in a elastic tube, is incompressible and viscous. The motion is governed by the
Navier-Stokes and the continuity equations.
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At this level, we introduce scaled variables, namely:
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R0
: the aspect ratio
L
and W0 is axial velocity. ; ρ 0f and υ are respectively the density and kinematic viscosity of fluid.
Here U r and U z denote the components of the fluid velocity along r ′ and z ′ directions
respectively; P ′ is the pressure.

For the scaling quantities are referenced by: Tref , the reference time; ε =

Using scaled variables, the non-dimensional equations of the problem, read as:
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The numbers figuring in (02) are the Reynolds number ℜe =

St =

2

R 0W 0

υ

and the Strouhal number

R0
.
W0Tref

Atlarge Reynolds number and low Strouhal number, the system of this study (02) is valid
under the asymptotic restriction:
ℜe−1 ≡ ε ≡ S t

(03)

It is relating the Reynolds, the Strouhal numbers, and the aspect ratio of the tube. The
relation (03) seems to be restrictive. But, from a mathematical point of view, it characterizes
a phenomenon where the initial and boundary layers originate competitive influences, and
put in evidence an oscillatory phenomenon of fluid-structure system at low frequency.
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Let us linearize equations (02) about the particular solution at the inlet of tube. We look U,W
and P in the form:
,

Where

and

(04)

,

are, respectively, the perturbed radial and axial velocities, and pressure:

for

t=0 r=0 z=0

(05)

is the adimensional ambient pressure in the tube before perturbation. δ i ( ε ) (i=1,2,3) are
the ‘gauge functions’ and determinated according the “Least Degeneration Principle”(It
consists to keep the maximum terms in equation(02)). The gauge function is defined as:

δ i (ε ) = ε α

i

and

Limε →0δ i ( ε ) = 0

(06)

Which ‘ α i ’ is a positive real number. Here, we found: α i = 3 .
Inserting (06) into (02), we obtain the non-degenerate adimensional equations, namely:

The 0th order ε 2 terms

(07)

The 1st order ε 2 terms

(08)
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The appropriate boundary conditions are:
(1). Regularity of solution along z-axis, as:
,

on r = 0

(09)

(2). Kinematic condition on the contact boundary of the fluid and the structure (will
formulated later).
In the sequel, taking into account boundary conditions and initial conditions, an expansion of
the solution is constructed by means of analytical tools, including the effects of several
fundamental physical parameters.

Tube
The study of the rheological behavior of the tube requires the study of the complex
relationship between the stress and strain tensors. For to explain said relationship, we will
adopt the shell thin theory. In fact,Love (1888) [11] adopted kirchoff’s assumptions for thin
plate theory [12] and added to them the thin shell approximation [13]. In 1970, Koiter [14]
confirmed the first coherent approximation of thin shell theory presented by Love.
Nevertheless, HsuJ.C. CliftonR.J and 1956 [15] and AnlikM Izaman and 1966 [16] were the
ones who exploited Love’sassumptions to study analytically the flow in an elastic pipe.
These studies analyze the behavior of blood flow in the arteries. Later, in 1978 and 1986,
Moddie & Haddow [17] and Bahrar [10] respectively adopted the assumptions of that theory.
The said theory is mostly presented in three theories kind named: quadratic theory, linear
theory and the theory of membranes [18].
An elastic shell’s behaviour under the influence of external loads (forces, moments,
temperature gradients, etc.) is of course governed by the theory of Elasticity. Unfortunately,
finding a solution to such a problem has been characterized by a difficult and complexe
systems.
The most common shell theories are those based on linear elasticity concepts. Linear
shell theories predict adequately stresses and deformations for shells exhibiting small
elastic deformations; i.e., deformations for which it is assumed that the equilibrium
equation conditions for deformed shell surfaces are the same as if they were not
deformed, and Hooke’s law applies.
Shells of revolution, a very important class of thin shells, have many technical
applications in engineering.A cylinder is generated by moving a straight line along a curve
while maintaining itparallel to its original position. It follows from this definition that
through everypoint of the cylinder one may pass a straight line that lies entirely on this
surface.These lines are called the generators. All planes that are normal to the generators
intersect the cylinder in identical curves, which are called profiles. According to the
Kirchhoff assumptions, deformations throughout thewhole volume of the shell material are
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completely defined by deformations andchanges in curvature of the middle surface. Thus, the
adoption of these hypothesesreduces the three-dimensional (3D) shell problem to the twodimensional (2D) problemof equilibrium and straining of the middle surface of a shell. So,
the shell will beregarded as a 2D body, i.e., a collection of material points situated on the
middlesurface.
The flexible tube of length L, undeformed radius R0 and wall thickness h is modelled as a
cylindrical shell and its deformatiok2n is described using the geometrically non-linear
Kirchhoff–Love.The Kirchhoff–Love assumption states that material lines that were normal
to the undeformedmidplane remain normal to the shell’s midplane throughout its deformation
and that they remain unstretched.
The deformation of the shell is expressed in terms of the midplane displacements. Here, we
consider only the radial displacement :
(10)
At this level, we introduce scaled variables, namely:
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Where λ1 et λ2 are the Lame constants : λ1 =
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(11)

)

(E: Young’s modulus

and υT Poisson’s ratio), ρ T0 and ρ 0f are respectively the density of the tube and fluid. T0.T is
characteristic time of tube.
Thus, the non-diemsional equation for radial displacement of the tube wall is, namely:

γ T0

∂2 R 1  1  0 ε 2 *
− 1 −  − γ f
P =0
ε0
∂t 2 R  R 

(12)

The system (12) presents many asymptotics constraints. Tacking into account the “Least
Degeneration Principle”, we allow us to formalize the above constraints by the subsequent
system :

ε 2 ≡ ε0
the relationship seem the conection between the fluid and tube properties.
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(13)

Now, the equation (12) is linearized, namely:
(14)

;

So, at order 0 in ε 0 ( ε 2 ), we obtain the following solution:
(15)
This model describes a linear relationship between pressure and area cross, and where γ 0f is
the proportionality factor which is a measure for the stiffness of the tube wall. This result is
valid only for a polymer structure.
The kinematic condition on the boundary is defined as:
on

r ≅1

(16)

Taking into account the above process, we may deduce the variation of the radius of our
model, namely:
 ω 2 Iω J o ( I 2 Iω 2 )
~
R ( z , t ) = −γ of A5 
( −γ of ω Iω J o ( I Iω ) + J 1 ( I Iω 2)) z
2 J 1 ( I 2 Iω 2 )


(17)

]

− I I ω J o ( I I ω ) e Iω t

Where the Jo,1 are the Bessel functions and ω is the fluid frequency. I is the complex number.
The solution (17) shows the effects lead to interesting coupled fuid-structure problems.
we note that the Bessel function come up in many engineering applications such as heat
transfer, vibrations, stress analysis and fluid mechanics. Generaly, it put in evidence the
instability mechanism.

Application
In order to validate the preceding results, we now present some examples for which we
estimate the application ranges of our model. In these examples, the adimensional frequency
is defined as: 1≤ ω ≤40 and the adimensional stiffness factor of the tube wall is defined as:0≤
γ 0f ≤0.08. The the aspect ratio is fixed: ε =0.1. All the variables (r,z,t) are non-dimensional.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Evolution of the elastic tube radius R ( z , t ) in the frequency domain model: 1≤ ω

≤30 . γ 0f =0.08; ε =0.1and A5=0.01.(a) 20≤ ω ≤30 at t=0 and t=0.43434 .(b) 30≤ ω ≤40 at
t=0 and t=0.43434.
The figure (2) clearly shows that the elastic tube is deformed non-axisymmetrically. The
region of strongest tube deformation occurred near the tube outlet where the inside pressure
is low. Consequently, the tube shape changed to nearly elliptical. These results are
confirmed by the experimental results obtained by S. Nahar & al [19].
The deformation of the tube is affected by the several fundamental parameters as: γ 0f , ε and
the frequency of flow. In fact, Figure (2.a) shows that the deformation occurs on the right
side of the elastic tube , compared to reference tube at rest . In the frequency range:
1≤ ω ≤30, the deformation rate is of the order 12℅. In the frequency range: 30≤ ω ≤40
(Figue(2.b), the deformation rate is of the order 80℅ on the right and left side. But, the
deformation rate, at the top, is of the order 29.6℅,and in the bottom, it is of the order 100℅.
We remark, in a certain range of frequency, an unstable radial position appears, which
separates the region where the strongly deformation is directed towards the wall [20].
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P*

Figure 3: Evolution of the pressure P * (r , z , t ) along the z-axis.behavior at z = 0.75 .
− 1 ≤ r ≤ 1 ;0 ≤ t ≤ 1

Figure (3) illustrates the influences the geometrical and the deformation characteristics of the
tube on the subsequent development of the initial pressure pertuebation. It appears the
instabilities of axial flow and develop spontaneous oscillations of the elastic
membrane[21,22] .

Figure 4: The variable radius

of cross-sections. With scaled variables:

z = 0.25 ; z = 0.50 ; z = 0.75 and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
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Figure (4) shows the variation of the wall shear stress with dimensionless time along the zaxis, when the pulsatile laminaire flow has a cosine form. They appear to diminish
in the negative sense at the middle of the elastic tube. If Figure (4) be compared with other
works, then the validity of solution is realized [23].
Conclusion
The results obtained in the present paper globally show the importance of the vibration effect
in the modeling of the behaviors and response characteristics of a three-dimensional
flexible and elastic tube under laminar flow, and the power asymptotic approach for this
modeling.
The several characteristics usually encountered in the fluid-structure interaction are correctly
predicted by our model. When this model is applied to study of instabilities in flow past
deformable solid surfaces, the matching of predictions and numerical simulations with our
model remains quantatively acceptable. Moreover, they allow confirming much experimental
behavior.
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